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La version française du "First and Ten" va suivre chaque version anglaise. Ron Paluzzi, Vice président 

responsable de la traduction, sera responsable de s’assurer que chaque communiqué soit disponible en 

français dans les plus brefs délais. D’ici là, je demande à tous 

                                          

                   

  First and Ten Editor Ron Hallock                                           

                                                  Co- editor Rob Christian  

 

 

 

This issue is a little later than usual, but sometimes fate plays a  role in making one 

wait for certain information and get even more important news to relay. 

Over the past year we have reported on the strengths officials in their off field 

health life challenges. Officials have fought cancer ,Parkinson’s disease and other 

maladies  while still officiating and later demonstrating the strength of their 

leadership on the field with comments and address to officials to keep up the 

officiating as they would if they could be on the field. 

This issue address another of our official’s on coming challenge of Alzheimer's 

disease  with the same positive attitude that made him an outstanding football 

official Please read the article and the link to his comments on how he copes with 

his situation. 

This issue brings reports from three CFOA executives on the role and happening 

involving their positions since the CFOA conference. Reports from VP Finance, 

VP communication and VP training and Development are included 

Co Editor Rob Christian (new photo) looks a mentor ship in an10 Tips for 

Starting a Successful Mentoring Program From Chronus Corporation   
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Frontline series on concussions features a video link asking should players under 

fourteen play contact football. 

George Montani faces a battle greater than those on the field but with the same 

determination he displayed on the field  

Some stimulating game situations are presented. Hopefully they will stir your 

desire to look up the rules and even better discuss with fellow officials. 

Included this issue are some video links and photos to show how they can be 

utilized to study positioning and mechanics. 

To close this issue co-editor Rob Christian presents an article on how Ed Hochuli 

dealt with a game situation 

 

 

 

 

 

Director of Finance Report-Ron Paluzzi 

Membership Costs 

The membership fee charged per CFOA member is $8.50 which includes the 

electronic rule book. In addition members receive access to the CFOA newsletter 

First and Ten and support for training and support through the Master Facilitator 

and Facilitator programs ,the National officials’ certification  program(FCOCP) 

opportunities to participate on Football Canada Committees such as Rules 

Committee ,Officials development committee and to participate as officials in 

Football Canada Cup and other international events 

In addition football officiating insurance can be purchased through the CFOA for 

an additional $6.50 per member. Details are on the CFOA website. 
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Service Recognition 

The CFOA also provides pins in recognition of officiating national playoffs and 

this past CFOA conference has introduced pins in recognition of service to 

members. FOAs may apply to CFOA (forms sent to presidents)to recognize 

members for service in increments of five years ,starting from 20 years. The initial 

pins are free but duplicate pins are available at $4  . 

Membership Records 

A database has been started to include all officials indicating their level of 

certification and when their and if they completed the Master or facilitator 

program. 

Chart of Registrations received to date follows on next 

page 

 

 

 

Plan on attending the CFOA conference in 

Saskatoon 

                          May 2016 

Chairperson Todd Joyes has planning underway 

you won’t want to miss the conference and the 

exceptional hospitality of the SFOA 
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Director of Communication –Barrie Debaie 

My agenda for this year is to update and maintain current contact information for 

provincial reps and FOA's as well as update CFOA website contact info. Work 

with other executive members to update CFOA website content. Continue to 

liaison with Football Canada on all administrative items as well as update and 

CFOA documents that require updating. 

 

Director Training and Development 

FCOCP online training 

As reported at the CFOA conference the FCOCP theory for level 1 certification has 

been completed and trial runs done to test it. Once the French version is completed 

it will be released. The CFOA is waiting for confirmation. Work has started on the 

Level 2. 

The Electronic rule book included in membership was made available this year and 

included in cost of membership. There are still a few glitches in editing rules and 

some signals hopefully we will get these cleared up before 2015 and changes made 

to the electronic version 

Official Development and Training Initiatives 

Through the First and Ten newsletter a continuing attempt is being made to 

provide information for (1)course conductors  in making presentations,(2) articles 

for goal setting ,tracking progress and success stories for promoting officiating 

development  and videos on positioning ,mechanics and rules applications(3) 

articles related to official evaluations including video analysis 

Video Support 

In an effort to promote use of video and provide training on basic mechanics and 

rule applications the YouTube site MrRef204 has been created as a repository for 

videos for easy access. Additional sites are listed in the First and Ten. 
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Master Facilitator and Facilitator Programs 

Last year the CFOA instituted the Master Facilitator program with one to two 

individuals per province to train  selected individuals in their province to do all or 

one of three types of facilitation: (1)course conductor(2) mentor/coach or(3) 

evaluator. ‘This was an opportunity to allow more participation of FOA members 

in insuring the development of their fellow officials by identifying and using the 

members strength and skills. As of the 2014 CFOA May conference all individuals 

must obtain the new certification the old FCOCP clinician training has expired. 

Master Facilitators should be registering their trainees with Ron Paluzzi and all 

facilitators should forward information on training of members to their master 

facilitator. 

Surveys 

In the next three months  number of surveys will be sent out to FOAs ,Master 
Facilitators and Provincial Representatives to gather information about our 
initiatives and to identify their strengths and areas of concerns so 
that the CFOA 
 
 
I discovered this software when looking to create a formal mentoring 
program.  Your organization might want to think about incorporating 
some of these ideas. 

Rob Christian 

10 Tips for Starting a Successful Mentoring Program 

From Chronus Corporation      http://chronus.com/software/chronus-mentor 
October 4, 2013 

Planning = Mentoring Success 

Jump-start your mentoring program on the path to success with these 

key program planning tips. 

1. Define objectives and secure leadership support 

2. Find a strong, passionate program manager 

3. Build flexibility into the program 

4. Put your marketing hat on 

http://chronus.com/software/chronus-mentor
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5. Think win-win 

6. Prepare participants for success 

7. Embrace the role of matchmaker 

8. Track, measure, listen and tune 

9. Bring closure to mentoring connections 

10. Broadcast successes 

 

1. Define your objectives and secure leadership support. 

You would be surprised by the number of mentoring programs without 

clear objectives or strong buy-in. Such programs often struggle because there is no consensus of what 

success looks like. Good objectives are SMART – specific, measurable, attainable, relevant and time-

bound. For example, “The goal of our mentoring program is to help new employees become 80 percent 

productive by the end of their first six months.” Objectives provide direction to program participants and 

help organizational leaders understand why they should offer their support. Make sure to identify a senior 

leader who believes strongly in the program and is willing serve as its executive champion. This person 

will prove to be a critical resource and advocate. 

 

2. Find a strong, passionate program manager. 

Selecting the right program manager is critical to your mentoring program. A strong program manager 

doesn’t guarantee success. But a weak one will guarantee underwhelming results. Program managers 

provide essential ongoing support, training and coaching to participants. They identify opportunities and 

troubleshoot issues, working with stakeholders to make ongoing adjustments to keep the program 

thriving. They also are instrumental in promoting the program to potential participants and serve as the 

programs ambassador (along with the executive champion) to the organization. Passion, excellent 

communication and organizational skills are a must. Prior experience in serving as a mentor is bonus. 

3. Build flexibility into the program. 

Successful mentoring programs balance the dueling needs of structure and flexibility. A level of formality 

is needed within the mentoring process, participant training, progress tracking, and communication to 
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help the program run smoothly. Yet mentoring is about individual learning and growth, which means 

participant needs will vary in outcomes sought and preferred methods of learning. When planning a 

mentoring program, identify areas that require flexibility and build them into the program. Areas to 

consider include: mentoring format (one-to-one, group), duration, and participant interaction tools. 

4. Put your marketing hat on. 

Related Reading 

 Tips to Market your New Mentoring Program 

 Talent Development Mentoring Programs – Q&A 

When new mentoring programs are introduced in organizations, there is generally natural enthusiasm. 

Yet this enthusiasm doesn’t always translate into high participation rates. A common reason is the 

absence of effective promotion. Don’t assume potential mentors and mentees understand the benefits. 

For many, this will be their first opportunity to participate in mentoring. You will need to convince them 

participating is worth their time and effort. Beyond participants, key leaders and stakeholders need to be 

educated on the benefits of the program and strategic value to the organization. 

5. Think win-win. 
Consider the needs of mentors. Building a solid base of mentors can be a challenge. A key is to 

understand the positive and negative factors that impact mentor participation. Once you have identified 

them, look for creative ways to reinforce positive drivers and lower the hurdles of negative ones 

throughout the mentoring process. For example, mentors are often busy people with limited time to 

spend. How can you help mentors be more efficient with the time they have to dedicate to mentoring? 

Also consider recognition and reward strategies. Formally recognizing mentor involvement can be very 

motivating to those mentors and help attract new ones. 

 

6. Prepare participants for success. 

Productive mentoring doesn’t just happen. Provide training to mentors and mentees regarding the 

programs goals, participant roles, mentoring best practices, and your mentoring process. Help mentors 

and mentees clarify their own objectives. The need for training and guidance doesn’t end after the initial 

orientation. Provide tips and best practices throughout the mentoring program to help participants stay on 

track and get the most out of the program. 

7. Embrace the role of matchmaker. 

For mentoring to thrive, a solid relationship needs to form between mentor and mentee. A critical step in 

the mentoring process is matching mentors to mentees. Consider giving mentees a say in the matching 

process by allowing them to select a particular mentor or list their top three choices. Mentoring 

management software can improve and speed up the matching process. Through intelligent profile 

matching functionality, suitable mentors are recommended based on learning needs and compatibility. 

http://chronus.com/tips-to-market-your-new-mentoring-program
http://chronus.com/thanks-for-a-great-webinar-lis
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8. Track, measure, listen and tune. 

How will you know if your mentoring program is a 

success? You won’t unless you track program and connection metrics and ask for feedback.At the 

program level, build metrics around defined objectives (see Tip #1 above). Also, be sure to assess the 

outcomes of individual mentor and mentee connections. One of the easiest ways to measure success 

and capture feedback is through surveys. Ask participants and stakeholders how well the mentoring 

program met their goals and the goals of the organization. Also ask them for their ideas for improving the 

program. 

9. Bring closure to individual mentoring connections. 

Entrepreneurs are advised to develop a clear exit strategy for their business to help them focus upon a 

tangible outcome. Mentoring is similar in the sense that without defining a closure point, the mentoring 

process can wander aimlessly. As a mentoring connection progresses, work with the mentor and mentee 

to identify mileposts that indicate when mutually established goals have been reached. Establish a formal 

process that brings closure to the mentoring experience. Within this process, provide an opportunity for 

both the mentor and mentee to reflect upon what was learned, discuss next steps for the mentee, and 

provide feedback. 

 

 

10. Broadcast successes. 

After a mentoring program begins, the focus naturally shifts into operating the program and keeping it 

running smoothly. Keep in mind, there are likely many more potential participants out there waiting for 

signs that joining the program is worth their time and effort. Continually demonstrate the value of the 

program, recognize participant contributions and spotlight successes. These efforts will bring energy to 

the program, expand participation and increase overall support within the organization. 

 

Conclusion 

Now that you’ve learned a few best practices for making your mentoring program a success, we hope 

you’ll consider Chronus Mentor software as your mentoring program management tool. Chronus Mentor 

is software to easily start, manage, and measure mentoring programs online. With Chronus Mentor, you 

can drive participant engagement while simplifying program administration, resulting in a more productive, 
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cost-effective mentoring experience. This configurable, cloud-based solution is ideal for use by 

corporations, government entities, academic institutions and associations.  

 

 
 

The Danger of Playing Football 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sR2WqfpSZYo&list=PL_pPc6-

qR9ZzT0z2OrNm0GvN6n0yyrsiz&index=6&elq=e136dea65c9342f78f517bff23de4280&elqCampaignId=1

045 

About  Chronus  Corporation 

Chronus is a leading provider of talent and career development software for organizations. Chronus 

empowers mentoring, coaching, and continuous learning initiatives by combining cloud-based 

software and program best practices to provide a complete talent development solution. Chronus’ 

solutions, including Chronus Mentor, Chronus Coach, and Chronus Spark, are used by more than 

500,000 professionals worldwide at leading institutions including PNC Bank, Staples, MIT, and the 

American Diabetes Association.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sR2WqfpSZYo&list=PL_pPc6-qR9ZzT0z2OrNm0GvN6n0yyrsiz&index=6&elq=e136dea65c9342f78f517bff23de4280&elqCampaignId=1045
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sR2WqfpSZYo&list=PL_pPc6-qR9ZzT0z2OrNm0GvN6n0yyrsiz&index=6&elq=e136dea65c9342f78f517bff23de4280&elqCampaignId=1045
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sR2WqfpSZYo&list=PL_pPc6-qR9ZzT0z2OrNm0GvN6n0yyrsiz&index=6&elq=e136dea65c9342f78f517bff23de4280&elqCampaignId=1045
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Tackling Alzheimer’s: How a Hamilton ref is 

dealing with dementia   

 http://www.thespec.com/sports-story/4919745-tackling-alzheimer-s-how-a-hamilton-ref-is-

dealing-with-dementia/ 

Acknowledgement  to Chris Donaldson MFOA  who brought this article to 

our attention 

Editor note: Please see video 

interview with George and his wife 

KARYN By Ken Peters .  I have 

had the opportunity to meet 

George and work with him on 

CFOA business and his talents and 

contributions to football have 

made the game and officiating 

better. 

Last month, George Montani was 

honoured by football officials far and wide at a pre-game ceremony before a 

McMaster football game.   Gary Yokoyama, The Hamilton Spectator This article 

was featured in the September First and Ten 

Longtime Hamilton referee George Montani and wife Karyn 

share their battle with his dementia together, with courage 

and forthrightness  

 

http://www.thespec.com/sports-story/4919745-tackling-alzheimer-s-how-a-hamilton-ref-is-dealing-with-dementia/
http://www.thespec.com/sports-story/4919745-tackling-alzheimer-s-how-a-hamilton-ref-is-dealing-with-dementia/
mailto:kpeters@thespec.com
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ANCASTER Karyn Montani recalls the exact, terrifying moment she knew that George, her 

husband of three decades and a well-known local football referee, was in serious trouble.  

It was June 2013. They were in the car in the vicinity of the McNab Street bus 

terminal. George, an audiovisual contractor, had to make a small adjustment to one 

of the terminal's digital video screens.  

George, who was driving, told his wife he would just run in and return so they 

could save on parking. George stopped the car, got out and headed into the 

terminal, as Karyn got out to get in the driver's seat.  

But, he didn't put the car in park. As the vehicle inched closer and closer to five 

lanes of King Street East traffic, Karyn had to frantically run around the car, climb 

into the driver's side and pull the emergency brake.  

"I wish you hadn't said that," George protests during an interview. "That makes me 

embarrassed."  

"But George, these are important things about this disease that people need to 

know," Karyn interjects. "It's important that people understand."  

She knew. She didn't know exactly what. But she knew a sinister presence had 

wormed its way into the couple's lives.  

The final diagnosis came last November. Alzheimer's. Dementia, specifically.  

"The timeline isn't great. It isn't great. Anywhere from five to 10 years after 

diagnosis in terms of being institutionalized," Karyn said.  

"My goal, and we have discussed it … my goal is to have him with me as long as I 

possibly can. So what the doctor said to me is 'The more help you get, the healthier 

and saner you can stay, the longer you will be able to care for him.'"  

George is one of 747,000 Canadians currently living with dementia. That number 

is expected to double to 1.4 million by 2031. George is also among the two to 10 

per cent of those living with dementia to show symptoms before the age of 65.  

Karyn's goal to care for her husband is thwarted by an unexpected adversary. 

Unlike other countries such as Holland, the Canadian government has steadfastly 

refused to come up with a dementia strategy, which would, in part, provide 

additional financial relief for caregivers to care for their loved ones at home.  
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"What they do is they make it hard," said Karyn, 59, adding she should be able to 

collect her CPP now. George is entitled to CPP disability. "I'm going to have to 

fight to get my CPP early," she said, adding the income will be necessary to help 

pay for George's home care.  

Last month, George was honoured by football officials far and wide at a pre-game 

ceremony before a McMaster football game. There, along with Karyn and the 

couple's two grown children, Kate and Alycin, and son-in-law Aaron, George was 

feted with gifts, including a glass-framed replica of his number 52 official's jersey. 

No one at the game was told the reason why the 57-year-old referee who had 

officiated thousands of minor, high school, university and senior amateur football 

contests had hung up the whistle.  

Only those close to the couple knew the name of the foe that had forced him from 

the playing field.  

Dementia.  

It has forced George from his career. It will soon force the couple, together for 34 

years and married for 31, from their lovely Ancaster home to a condo. And within 

the next decade, it will force George into an institution. And he won't even know it. 

But Karyn and the kids will see it take place in front of their eyes.  

"Our kids are heartbroken and devastated," their mother says of the couple's two 

daughters, ages 27 and 25.  

"That tears me apart," George said of the thought his family will be the ones to 

suffer. "I have a great wife and I want to be a good partner. I'm very blessed to 

have Karyn. I really am."  

George's concerns centre on the future.  

"I worry about knowing my grandchildren. I hope to have grandchildren and I 

would like to be coherent enough to be able to enjoy them. I will be with Karyn a 

lot because we will be babysitting. I just want to make sure I'm not a babbling idiot 

as a grandfather," he said Thursday outside his home.  

Speaking from the couple's dining room table as the Montanis take a break from 

packing — they will move before the end of the month — Karyn said in the 

months before the bus terminal incident, she had become aware that George, who 
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worked at home for the most part, was becoming frustrated. He couldn't complete 

his work designs.  

"I chalked it up to stress. Because what he does is very competitive. And at 55 or 

56 years old … I could hear the frustration. I just chalked it up to pressure."  

Then he seemed to be becoming more forgetful. She was starting to constantly 

remind him of items he needed to take with him when he was heading off to work.  

Karyn called Tom Vallesi, a Canadian Football League referee and the referee-in-

chief of the Hamilton Football Officials Association, and colleague Adelmo 

Monaco. This was two and half years ago.  

"I said, 'You need to left me know if he is making mistakes. I'm a little concerned.' 

And they said, 'He is doing some stuff. Not big stuff, but he is doing some stuff.' 

He was just doing some odd things on the field."  

Everyone's antennae were up.  

As a head referee, George was always positioned behind the quarterback or the 

punter on the field. But when the ball changed possession, George was frequently 

in the wrong position. And this for a guy who was so accomplished as an official 

he had been tapped to officiate three Vanier Cups, including the 2011 overtime 

McMaster win over Laval, considered by many as the greatest Canadian university 

contest ever played.  

"What I couldn't figure out was, why was I always on the wrong side? I was wrong 

all the time. It had to be something. That's when I said something is wrong. I know 

that something is wrong," George recalls.  

On one occasion when he was being driven home from a game, he had trouble 

providing the right directions to his house.  

And on another occasion, George was being picked up for a game. He closed the 

door, got into his car and turned the ignition on. He then got out of the car and was 

picked up. He left the car with the windshield wipers flipping back and forth.  

As is the case with some of those suffering from dementia, George argues with the 

account.  
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"I told you how that happened. I don't like to keep people waiting. So I jumped out 

of the car. No big deal. I know I did that. So it's not a case of being absent-minded, 

OK?"  

Another game, George got hit on the field and blacked out. Concerned, Karyn had 

him go to the hospital for a CT scan. The neurologist cleared him.  

"But things kept getting more progressive."  

The dementia was affecting his work life. But his colleagues chalked it up to 

George just becoming forgetful.  

Then came that fateful drive to the McNab Street terminal.  

"He didn't know at the time, but I was hysterical," Karyn said, adding she called 

George's sister who was close friends with a neurologist.  

After an extensive 12-hour assessment, George got the word last November. On 

the same day, he was told he would have to retire from his career and from 

football.  

"That was the hardest part for me," George said about having to hang up the 

whistle. But he had already left the game because he didn't want to "disgrace" three 

decades of on-field work.  

Officiating was his passion. Once during a job interview, he was asked why he did 

it. He said because he enjoyed it.  

But on the drive home, he chided himself for not coming up with a better answer.  

"I thought 'what should I have said?' And I remember these words like it was 

yesterday. I should have said, 'I do this to be a part of a game I love, a game I was 

never good enough to play. But I found a way to participate. I can go out each 

week, challenge my body and mind and if I do that to the best of my ability, I can 

make it a better game.'"  

He ended up getting the job anyway.  

The last time he officially donned the stripes was for a university contest in 

September 2013. He was coaxed back onto the field this past June for the annual 

Steel City Bowl exhibition game of high school stars with is Hamilton colleagues.  
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"I miss it terribly," he said. "My first OUA game was at Les Prince Field and it was 

Ottawa and Mac. It was 1989."  

Monaco, the former president of the Hamilton official's association, recalls the 

night last December when George broke the news to his colleagues that he had to 

retire and why.  

"People were in tears," Monaco recalls of that evening at the Police Association 

hall on Upper Wellington Street, when the local officials retired Montani's number. 

"It just hit us that hard. You don't expect that in such a young man."  

Monaco said Montani's reputation as an official is known Canada-wide.  

"Everyone knows George and everyone appreciated his ability on the field and his 

capability," he said.  

"My father always said to me, 'whenever you get to some place, you try and make 

it better,'" George said of having an impact on local football players.  

"The biggest emotion was probably anger more than anything," George said of 

dealing with the disease. He takes pride in explaining how he still lives a very 

normal life. He is on medication to help slow his brain's deterioration, but he is 

extremely fit and continues to walk 10 kilometres a day. His long-term memory is 

impeccable. He eats well and sleeps well. He looks 10 years younger than his 57. 

He is still involved in timekeeping football, although he will likely relinquish those 

duties next year.  

"I'm positive about the future. And I'm doing everything that I can do," George 

said. Still, he admits to the fact he often asks "Why me?"  

"A lot. I think 'Why me?' Right? How did this happen to me? I don't know. I had 

never even heard of anyone getting it. One of the things that can happen to me is I 

can lose the ability to speak, which would be devastating to me. I try and do things 

that challenge my mind."  

Karyn, who worked four years in a retirement home after battling cancer and worked with 

residents suffering from dementia, has some understanding of the disease.  

"There is no preparation for this. To be honest, I'd rather go through cancer than go through this. 

Because — I don't want to say there is no hope — but there is no hope," she said.  
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"There is no cure and there is no hope. What there is is the Alzheimer's Society does the work of 

angels. … We have been blessed in the fact you can live a very good life.  

"We're in a position where we can retire. We're not going to live well; we have to 

sell the house. I can drive. We can carry on and put a roof over our heads and live 

reasonably well and whatever. That is fantastic for us. There are a lot of people not 

as blessed as we are and it is an extraordinarily devastating illness to get at middle 

age. People are told they can't work. The resources are not there. It can be 

devastating on all levels," she said.  

George considers his prognosis. He has an approach. He wants to stay George 

Montani for as long as he can.  

"Yeah. That's well put. That's exactly what I want. I want to stay my personality.  

"Live every day as if it were my last," he said.  

"I want to focus. I want to stay the way I am for as long as I can, right?"  

kpeters@thespec.com  

905-526-3388 

Mr. Referee 

The following is a poem George Montani wrote to be inscribed on an award given 

to a local official for outstanding contribution to minor football in Hamilton: 

Hello, Mr. Referee and how do you do. 

I just started football, so this is all pretty new. 

There's much I'm not really sure about 

And it means a lot when you help me out. 

I haven't been playing for very long 

So let me know if I do something wrong. 

Tell me and show me the proper way 

mailto:kpeters@thespec.com
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And guide me as I learn to play. 

This game can be so very rough 

And I'll do my best to play it tough 

But please understand my youthful fears 

And please be there to comfort my tears. 

Teach me respect and show me some, too 

For helping me grow is the challenge for you. 

My game's not as big as the others you'll do 

But it's important to me and it should be to you. 

All I ask is that the game be played fair 

With special concern for safety and care. 

Officiate wisely and call what you see 

But if there's no advantage, then just let it be. 

May the better side win and I'll go home with pride 

If I've done my best and know that I've tried. 

And remember, sir, when it's all said and done 

The game is ours and we're here to have fun. 
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Game Situations 

 

1) Ball intercepted by Team B 24 at the Team B 3 yard line and then: 

A ) Team B24 momentum carries him into the end zone where he  

1)  is tackled in the end zone  

2)  runs out of the end zone is tackled on the Team B 3 yard line 

 

B) Team B is called for an illegal block at the Team B 4 yard line with the ball in 

the end zone and the ball is  

      (i) dead in the end zone  

     (ii) dead at the Team B 3 yard line. 

C) Team B is called for an illegal block in the Team end zone with the ball in the 

end zone and the ball  is: 

     (i) dead in the end zone   

      (ii) dead at the Team B 3 yard line. 

2) Last play of the game and Team A is 3rd D at the Team B 25 yard line and 

attempt a field goal. The kick is wide and Team B 36 fields the ball in the 

end zone . Team B  67  makes an illegal block in the end zone with the ball 

in the end zone  to allow Team B25 to return the missed field goal for a 

touch down 

3) A8 fumbles the ball into the Team B end zone. Player A84 dribbles the 

ball. It is then touched by offside A17, who attempts to pick the ball up but 
is unable to do so before it rolls over the deadline. What is the result of the 
play? (submitted by Chris Donaldson MFOA) Hint: See Rules 1.10.6(b); 
5.6(c)                                                    
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VIDEO ANALYSIS 

http://bleacherreport.com/articles/2165493-youth-football-player-runs-over-defender-goes-all-the-

way-for-touchdown  

There are two infractions on this play .What are the fouls and what is the 

penalty application 

 

                                           

 

 

 

 

 

Positioning  

Although this is a minor level game check out the positioning and mechanics of the 

side officials. Identify how he can improve his performance(3 things) on this play  

( clip   0:12 seconds  to 27 seconds) 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://bleacherreport.com/articles/2165493-youth-football-player-runs-over-defender-goes-all-the-way-for-touchdown
http://bleacherreport.com/articles/2165493-youth-football-player-runs-over-defender-goes-all-the-way-for-touchdown
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MrRef204 You tube  for official development training  

2014 Aloha Clinic Blocking Plays Video  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-XleaXNZQA 

 

An excellent identification of blocking plays and mechanics including: Blocks in 

the Back, Low Blocks and Peel Back Blocks 

 

Field Goal mechanics   good or bad why? 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J-XleaXNZQA
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 As selected by Rob Christian  co editor 
First and Ten 

SAN DIEGO -- It is safe for him to come out now at 

Mission Beach. Surfers dip their boards into a clear 
blue ocean that touches the sky. Panhandlers 

wander around with empty Starbucks cups. That thing they say about time and wounds? Maybe 
it's true. Because Ed Hochuli is treading through the California sand, loose and out there in 
shorts and sandals, and nobody feels compelled to hurl a rock at him. 
 
It's sort of poetic that Hochuli has a beach condo here, in the very town that wanted his white 
hat on a stick, along with his head. His place on Ocean Front Walk is impeccable. No smudges 
on the windows, no crumbs on the marble counters, and a sign near the doorway that asks 
potential renters to be courteous and please avoid trashing his offseason pad. 

"The best thing in the world is to sit in the rocking chair and watch people walk by on this 
boardwalk," the NFL referee says. "Especially in the summer, when it's so crowded out here. 
You see people walking by with birds on their shoulders. The dress that you'll see, the 
hairstyles. ... People are funny." 

Sadly, people are not perfect. But before his nationally televised gaffe on a Sunday in 
September, many would've argued Hochuli was. His muscles exploding out of his tight, striped 
shirt, he exuded confidence with every blast of his whistle, and women gathered around 
HDTVs, entranced, as he explained, so forcefully and eloquently, why he had thrown his yellow 
flag. 

It wasn't just the body or the verbosity. Hochuli is one of the most recognizable faces in all of 
officiating, and his was an excruciatingly precise climb. He didn't just study the rulebook; he 
wanted to test better than every other official. Before every snap, 160 times a Sunday, Hochuli 
whispers to himself, "Lock and load," so his mind doesn't wander and his hazel eyes never miss 
a thing. 

For this, there are at least four Web sites devoted to Hochuli, the most notable being 
WhatWouldEdHochuliDo.com. NFL coaches were polled last season about who was the best 
referee. Hochuli tied for first with Mike Carey. 

And then came the day he missed a whopper of a call, in the final 80 seconds of the San Diego-
Denver game Sept. 14, a call that many before him have flubbed but that Hochuli couldn't live 
down. It followed him throughout the 2008 season, from Kansas City to Green Bay to the warm 
shores of Miami for a January playoff assignment. Nearly every major officiating mistake, even 
if his crew was 2,000 miles away, evoked his name. Could a lifetime on the brink of perfection 
be washed away with a single split-second decision? 

What would Ed Hochuli do? 

Never mess with Ed the Lawyer 
An exceedingly polite woman sits at the reception desk in the offices of Jones, Skelton & 
Hochuli, a Phoenix firm that touts itself as one of the most experienced litigation groups in 
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Arizona. It is unknown whether she's the same brave soul who worked the morning of Sept. 15, 
the day after the disaster in Denver, when the e-mails poured in from angry Chargers fans and 
bettors, and the firm's phone lines had to be shut down. 
That's one of the drawbacks to being a lawyer-slash-NFL official in the Internet age. When 
something goes wrong, an industrious man's contact info is only a few clicks away. 

It was clear from a fairly young age that Hochuli would be a lawyer, just like his father and two 
brothers. He loved the research, poring over depositions and precedents, having a box full of 
jurors look to him for the answers. 

And almost always being right. 

"As trial lawyers, one of the reasons we [like trying] cases is the adrenaline rush," Hochuli says. 
"You love that challenge -- the competition, if you will -- of it. It's a game. It's obviously a very 
important game to people, and I don't mean to diminish the importance of it. ... You have to 
follow these rules, and there's a win-or-lose outcome. You're on a stage." 

One of his first cases as a young litigator was patron v. bar, with Hochuli's firm defending the 
bar. Guy fell off a barstool, hit his head on a pool table, couldn't taste or smell anymore. The 
evidence did not favor Hochuli's client, and he and his partner, Donald Myles, knew it. The bar 
floor had just been waxed; the barstools were wobbly; and witnesses were testifying that the 
plaintiff wasn't drunk. 

It didn't look good for the home team. All Hochuli had was a hospital report saying the guy's 
blood alcohol content was high. So he opted for a little legal drama: He put the report in a plain 
brown paper bag and told the jury that the contents of that bag would prove his case but that 
he wasn't going to reveal what he had in the bag until the end of his presentation. At the 
climactic moment, Hochuli opened the bag and showed the jurors the report, and they were 
appropriately impressed. "The jury went out and came back in five minutes with a defense 
verdict," Myles says. (The judge was not as impressed. He felt the jurors had made their 
decision based on emotion, not evidence, and overturned their verdict.) 

Hochuli and Myles used to jog together. On Friday nights, when the young and upwardly mobile 
were catching beers, Hochuli was driving to Yuma, a 185-mile drive to the California border, to 
referee high school games for $38 plus mileage. "Why do you do it?" Myles used to ask. 

"I love it," Hochuli said. "I just love still being part of the game." 

Like many red-blooded American males, he would have preferred being a football star. He was 
a scrappy linebacker at the University of Texas-El Paso in the early 1970s before size got in the 
way. So he started reffing Pop Warner games on Saturdays, making 50 bucks for four games. 
Sure, at first it was a way for a young father to help pay for law school, but ... "Any official 
would tell you the same story -- you get hooked," Hochuli says. "It's like having a main line of 
adrenaline running in your vein for three hours on Sunday night. It's like standing on a cliff." 

Pee Wee led to preps, jucos and eventually the Pac-10 in 1985. Hochuli had to work the chains 
for two years before he got to officiate a college game, and his lawyer buddies would come 
along to affectionately tease him from the stands at Sun Devil Stadium: Go, Down-Marker 
Ed! They followed him to his NFL debut in 1990, when he broke into the league as a back judge. 
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His first game was at Lambeau Field, preseason, and Hochuli was nervous. What if somebody 
figured out he didn't belong there? He threw his flag and felt his stomach sink because he knew 
immediately that he had gotten the call wrong. Hochuli quickly picked up the flag off the grass 
and stuffed it in his pocket, and the game went on. 

Like being the "Incredible Hulk," but with a sense of humor 
A ref toils away for 20 years, on average, before he makes it to the NFL. He is scouted, 
interviewed, tested and graded. In the end, he knows one thing: that, just like the behemoths 
on the field, he is among the very best. 
There are 120 officials in the NFL each season and "another 20,000 who would kill to be there," 
says Jerry Markbreit, a longtime NFL ref. They don't see themselves as traffic cops or walking 
rulebooks. They're keepers of the integrity of the game. 

"It's like a dual life," Markbreit says. "You're transformed into something special, and when you 
take the uniform off, you're like the 'Incredible Hulk.' You go back to a normal size. 

"Every official wants to be perfect. And there is no perfection. You strive for perfection, but you 
settle for excellent." 

They hear the boos, stand within earshot of the sideline tirades, but all that matters, really, are 
the grades from the boss. The NFL spends roughly eight hours evaluating the officiating ... from 
each game. Every play gets a grade after being examined from several angles of slow motion. 
Collect enough bad grades, and you're gone from the big stage. 

From the early days, it was clear Hochuli would have a long run. He was uberdriven and bound 
by the rules but always managed to show a little humanity under the stripes. Say an angry 330-
pound tackle approached him to complain and said, God, Ed, are you blind?! I'm being held! 

Hochuli would break the tension and say something like: I know he's holding you. But see, we've 
got this memo that says you're so much better than he is. If we don't let him hold you, he's not 
going to be in the game. 

The tackle laughs, Hochuli says he'll keep an eye on it and the game goes on. Who wouldn't be 
enamored of Hochuli, his 58-year-old body outrunning those of men half his age, his smooth 
lawyer tongue assuring you that everything is under control? 

When he got his start in the NFL, Hochuli wanted to know everything. He flew to Skokie, Ill., to 
pick Markbreit's brain, and they talked well into the night, for 10 hours straight. "When they 
talk about great referees in the NFL," Hochuli told him, "they talk about Norm Schachter, Jim 
Tunney and Jerry Markbreit. Someday, they're going to talk about Ed Hochuli." 

"You get a roomful of [refs], and they're all exactly the same," Markbreit says. "They're risk 
takers. What they really want to find out is, 'Am I good enough? Am I good enough this week?' 
Some weeks, you're not. 

"It's almost like acting. In real life, if someone confronted you on the street and berated you, 
you'd probably pop them in the nose. But not here. You pride yourself in not allowing them to 
get the best of you." 
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All of which describes Hochuli to a T. 

A sudden attack of dyslexia? 
The phone was ringing when Hochuli walked into the locker room in Denver on Sept. 14. It was 
Mike Pereira, the NFL's vice president of officiating, and things were about to blow up. A few 
minutes earlier, in a huge Week 2 game between the teams expected to contend for the AFC 
West title, Broncos quarterback Jay Cutler had reared back to throw with 1:17 remaining and 
the ball had slithered out of his grasp. Fumble. The ball was recovered by the Chargers, but 
Hochuli ruled incomplete pass and blew his whistle during the play, signaling it dead. 
He was standing roughly 7 yards from the play and knew right away that he'd made a mistake. 
A peek at the replay monitor proved it. But he couldn't give possession to the Chargers because 
of the league's "inadvertent whistle rule." He walked over to Chargers coach Norv Turner and 
told him that he had screwed up but there was nothing he could do about it. Denver went on to 
score, converted a 2-point conversion and won 39-38. 

"Forget about it, Ed," Pereira said to Hochuli after the game. "It's a mistake." 

Nineteen years in the NFL, and one thing was sure: Hochuli rarely made mistakes, especially 
ones that turned games. He had made the call hundreds of times -- nailed it, over and over. 
What happened? He rewound the play in his mind and on video. His position was good; his 
focus was sharp. It was almost as if he were dyslexic, he'd say. He saw what happened and 
reacted oppositely. 

He didn't sleep for three days. And back in Phoenix at his law firm, the phone lines had to be 
shut down for a day. His colleagues knew he was hurting and gave him some space. 

The NFL downgraded Hochuli for the call. Petitions circulated in San Diego, their venom ranging 
from having Hochuli fined to banned from NFL games. Banned! Even 
WhatWouldEdHochuliDo.com, the whimsical Web site run by a young Chicago mother, took a 
beating. 

"I mean, these people were out for blood," says Jessica McCartney, who started the site. "Even 
when I put something up on the site that I had nothing to do with Ed, it just kept coming, even 
two or three months later. 

"I got a couple of people who threatened that if they were ever alone with Ed Hochuli, they 
would kick his ass or whatever. I'm a huge football fan, but to want somebody to lose their job 
or wish physical injury to them, that totally goes beyond the scope of normal fandom." 

The NFL undoubtedly wanted the controversy to go away, but Hochuli didn't help. He 
responded to hundreds of angry e-mails, prompting stories in The San Diego Union-Tribune and 
USA Today about his public display of remorse. 

Another 20,000 e-mails landed on his BlackBerry, causing it to freeze. Here's the shocker: Most 
of them were positive. "It was kind of eye-opening," Hochuli says, "a commentary on society. 
People were saying how great it was that I admitted I made a mistake. Obviously, I was wrong. 
Obviously, I felt terrible about it. What's so surprising about it? 
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"Eventually, you start getting a little bit of sleep again, and I recognize that I've got another 
game to work next weekend. And I've got a crew that is looking to me to see how I handle this." 

Resurrected by his crew 
The men in his crew brought him back. They teased him and checked on him. It sounds clichéd, 
maybe corny, but when seven men spend their weekends together for an entire NFL season, 
counting on each other to get everything right, they almost become the third team on the field. 
Family, Hochuli says. They talk at least once a week in the offseason, holding each other up 
through divorces and job problems. 
Old NFL referees see each other on the street and hug, even if they've never worked together. 
It's a fraternity, a bond that only 120 men each season experience. 

Final night of the 2008 season, Week 17, and the Chargers and Broncos met again for a playoff 
berth. Media types dubbed it as the game that could get Hochuli off the hook. He and the 
others were a couple thousand miles away in Green Bay. 

While they had their annual Christmas party, the Broncos-Chargers game was on TV in the 
background. In a roomful of refs, a game is always on. Hochuli occasionally glanced up to the 
screen to see what the score was. 

"I didn't marry myself to the TV set," Hochuli says of San Diego's 52-21 victory that negated the 
effect of his gaffe. "I don't root for teams. You can't root for teams. In that game, whoever won 
was gonna win. I had long before that come to peace with the fact that it was a defining 
moment in my life, and you deal with it and you have to move on." 

All's well that ends well 
Life, in Southern California, goes on. Playoff worries shift to concerns about LaDainian 
Tomlinson's staying or going, then shift again to rookie camp. It's a Tuesday, and, as he does on 
many other days in the offseason, Hochuli is working at his beach condo. His firm has about 150 
cases with which he is involved at the moment. But he says the law can be practiced anywhere, 
and he does much of his offseason work at his satellite office in San Diego. He puts on a pair of 
old man's glasses and bangs away on his laptop while Sadie and Sophie, his beloved shih tzus, 
lounge on the couch. "I think if you were to ask what would be the most surprising thing that 
people don't know about me," Hochuli says, "it's that I own two lapdogs, not scary Rottweilers. 
But these dogs are very important to me." 
He got his first shih tzu years ago, when his youngest daughter, Rachel, begged for a puppy. At 
first, he wanted nothing to do with the scruffy little beast. But now the kids are gone, and the 
dogs are with Hochuli and his girlfriend, Cathie, all the time. He drives the six hours from 
Phoenix to San Diego just so they can come along in the Mercedes, upholstery be damned. 
When one of them slips past the gate leading to the beach, Hochuli sprints to track down the 
dog. 

The first month or so after the Pro Bowl is Hochuli's "regeneration mode," when he eats 
copious amounts of Cheetos, compulsively watches "Battlestar Galactica" and lays off the film 
study. One night, his son Shawn came over, and they watched the chick flick "Love Actually" 
with their girlfriends. Shawn is a major-college ref. Only 30, the kid is way ahead of where Pops 
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was at that age. Hochuli wants to stay in officiating for a few more years in the hope that 
someday father and son can work a game together. 

He looks out the window, his Popeye arms covered by a long-sleeved surfer T-shirt. But people 
on the boardwalk still recognize him and wave. He won't deny it -- he likes that strangers know 
who he is. Charles Barkley once approached him at the airport, and Hochuli thought that was 
"cool." 

Until, of course, he's noticed for something he did wrong on the field. You move on or you don't 
recover, he says. And Hochuli did. His crew reportedly ended up receiving the highest grade in 
the NFL this past season, although the league won't confirm or deny that. 

At the league meetings in late March, teams voted to expand replay review for quarterback 
pass/fumbles when the ruling is an incomplete pass. It was referred to, in media circles, as the 
"Hochuli Rule." 

In the months since Sept. 14, he has been asked a hundred times why he didn't just fix it, throw 
a flag for holding on Denver or make some other makeup call. 

Make a mistake on purpose? To anyone who has worn the stripes, strived for perfect but 
settled for excellent, it sounds abhorrent, a desecration. 

And it's just not what Ed Hochuli would do. 

Elizabeth Merrill is a senior writer at ESPN.com.  
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